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ABSTRACT 
 Technology is evolving, providing humanity with incredible productivity tools like 
artificial intelligence. Simultaneously, news reporting is evolving, providing readers with more 
ways to consume the news while finding new ways to write it. Both entities have reached a point 
where the intersection of journalism and artificial intelligence is at a critical juncture. 
Newsrooms have employed the use of artificial intelligence for increases in reporting speed and 
synthesizing large sets of data, and artificial intelligence has proven capable of crafting articles 
autonomously with high levels of accuracy in a matter of seconds. What has not evolved are the 
ethics policies of newsrooms to account for these rapid changes and the allowance of machines 
to work untethered with potentially sensitive or inaccurate information. 
 To this end, newsroom ethics policies as of 2018 were examined as they pertain to the 
rising prevalence of artificial intelligence. The result is an analysis of the possible future use of 
artificial intelligence for the news industry and the creation of an ethics field guide that merges 
current journalistic standards and expectations with technological changes to avoid potential 
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 Journalism is changing. This simple truth is routinely downplayed, but the facts are that 
the news industry as a whole has experienced massive shifts in just the last decade. Newspaper 
circulation is down on the local level and unstable nationally, but the internet, the consumer’s 
preferred mode of news consumption, changed everything (Cho, Smith & Zentner, 2016). The 
variety of options on-hand for digital media consumption have increased demand for news 
content greatly (Podolny, 2015). News outlets are faced with an odd two-front challenge of 
cutting back staff and circulation to deal with financial pressures while simultaneously looking to 
increase readership through volume (Cho et al., 2016). And with 2018’s politics, the quantity of 
news to be covered is seemingly endless. The continued dominance of social media has 
increased article sharing exponentially, leading to a new and entirely different rebirth of news 
circulation. Journalism appears to be headed towards an unexpected renaissance, where demand 
for both quantity and quality are high and news companies are moving to meet these changes. On 
the surface, these would appear to be unsolvable problems if not for technology, which is 
experiencing its own renaissance. 
 The internet is a dominant force in daily life. What was once a mode of digitized 
phoneline communication that provided easy access to email accounts has morphed into a 
complete communication revolution that has forever changed the way humans connect with the 
world (Hartzog, 2018). Where people used to be forced to own powerful and expensive home 
computers, mobile smart devices, providing instantaneous access to the internet from nearly 
anywhere in the world, are the norm rather than the exception. With hundreds of millions around 
the world emailing, posting, tweeting, texting, calling and being tracked for search preferences, 
the amount of data to collect and sift through in search of any sort of pattern or meaning is 
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incomprehensibly enormous (Marr, 2017). While smart devices may be the locomotive, big data 
is the steam moving it down the tracks. 
 With big data at the center of humans’ technological revolution, the data often are at the 
center of the story when it comes to journalism. To make sense of this changing world when it 
comes to economics, social change, politics and other themes central to society, data are a 
necessary tool (Saqur & Langballe, 2018). But when it comes to data and news volume, 
technology companies have slowly introduced artificial intelligence into play in the form of 
thinking machines and programs that are not only programmable but self-reprogrammable (Elish 
& Boyd, 2018). Machines that can learn rapidly grew to assist companies in making sense of 
data, finding patterns and drawing conclusions. Marketing, for example, has been forever 
changed as algorithms can collect millions of points of sales data, synthesize all of it in search of 
patterns and inform marketing departments of customer behavior, allowing sales teams to make 
adjustments (Saqur & Langballe, 2018).  
What would have taken teams of people weeks if not months now can be done by a 
thinking machine within a matter of seconds (Eudes, 2014). As artificial intelligence was 
gradually introduced into the world and demonstrated its usefulness as well as its versatility, 
journalism found a way to benefit as well. After all, the news often deals in data, looking for 
patterns or conducting polls and surveys, and the quantity of data to sift through is immense 
(Podolny, 2015). With social media, there’s a new need to keep pace, and news outlets are 
finding themselves having to compete with citizen journalists while maintaining a level of 
accuracy most amateurs don’t require of themselves (Pavlik, 2016). Consumers of news have 
thus developed an expectation of speed to go along with a continued expectation of accuracy, an 
unprecedented shift in journalism, an industry that relies on fact-checking and careful editing 
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(Diakopoulos, 2018). To meet these demands, journalism, like many industries, turned to 
artificial intelligence. At first, artificial intelligence proved instrumental in crunching stock 
numbers and sports statistics, but the machines and programmers grew smarter, paving the way 
for logical question: what if artificial intelligence could create stories altogether (Beckett, 2015)? 
Putting the intelligent technology to work was initially rather simple. As artificial 
intelligence was adept at handling numbers, numerical stories seemed like a natural fit. Using 
programs such as Wordsmith, an algorithm developed by Automated Insights in North Carolina, 
companies tasked artificial intelligence with writing straightforward accounts of sports stories, 
business news, fantasy sports league outcomes and so on (Roose, 2014). These stories required a 
great deal of number-crunching but needed little creative interpretation, making machines a 
logical fit, sparing human journalists from committing the exhausting manhours (Linden, 2017). 
However, more recently, machines have been taking on more work, to the point where many 
news outlets are letting the algorithms write actual news articles from scratch, an unprecedented 
and uncharted move (Miller, 2015). While many were right to be skeptical, this risk has 
ultimately proved fruitful, with these new robot journalists being able to write basic articles in 
the space of a few seconds that are nigh indistinguishable from content written by a human. The 
Washington Post, for example, has tasked a machine with writing over eight hundred articles 
(Moses, 2017). As the technology continues to evolve and news companies grow more 
comfortable with its productivity, the current expectation is that robot journalists are not only 
here to stay but will cover an increasingly large portion of the workload (Pavlik, 2016). 
While the speed at which artificial intelligence can work has transitioned from being a 
novelty to a necessity in journalism, new problems have arisen. It’s evident that AI reporters can 
craft prose that’s able to convince nearly any news reader, the question of “should” still remains 
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unanswered. Reporters have demonstrated a desire and ability to work alongside their machine 
counterparts, but journalism as a field is fraught with legal and ethical challenges (Lewis, 
Sanders & Carmody, 2018). In a world already plagued with fake news and credibility concerns, 
the timing of the introduction of robot reporters is critical. Readers need to know that, whomever 
wrote the article they’re reading, they’re reading facts and not reckless, exploitative filler or 
unintended bias (Knight, 2017). News writing must already adhere to strict expectations of 
ethical conduct and transparency, and any element that stands to jeopardize the fragile 
relationship reporters hold with their readers must be addressed head on (Graefe, 2016). 
Libel, plagiarism and other ethical pitfalls are critical components of the job, and while a 
machine might get the words right, the industry needs to be prepared to deal with the potential 
minefield of consequences an otherwise naïve robot may stumble into (Witt, 2017). The 
responsibility then falls to the news organization employing the help of the machines to ensure 
the ethical standards are being followed, regardless of whether the author is organic or not. As 
such, ethics guidelines must be updated to cover these new technological changes, but the issue 
is that the vast majority of them haven’t been (Chadwick, 2018). Not only are newsroom ethics 
policies not being updated to keep with the times but these policies are often not made publicly 
available, creating an additional avoidable problem of transparency (Fanta, 2017). It is a matter 
of probability as to when ethical, and by proxy, legal, artificial intelligence issues will rear up.  
The goal of this thesis is to address these shortcomings in the news industry. This is 
accomplished through an exploration of the legal and ethical implications of robot reporters, how 
they can help or hurt the industry, how these challenges could threaten the credibility of robot-
reported news and what journalists should expect moving forward. More importantly, this thesis 
has provided a complete and concise universal ethics guide for newsrooms to account for 
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technological changes and artificially intelligent reporters to ensure that integrity in reporting is 
preserved as technology charges into the future.  
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 The prevailing theories and supporting scholarly documents are divided into four main 
subcategories. First is the state of the journalism industry as it pertains to the growing prevalence 
of artificial intelligence, hereafter referred to as “AI.” This exploration of the industry is 
necessary to establish a baseline of how the use of AI came to be but more importantly to 
demonstrate how quickly it has become a mainstay, and this speed serves as evidence that the 
technology is outpacing the ethics. Secondly is a look at ethics, to understand not only the 
expectations of journalists and their respective outlets but also to look closely at current ethics 
policies from a sampling of news outlets and how, if at all, they are dealing with this growing 
issue. Third is an examination of bias and credibility, to explain the consequences of ignoring 
ethical norms in favor of technological advancement and how this could greatly harm reporting 
in the future if left unregulated. Lastly, the literature review discusses the potential legal 
ramifications of AI-generated content and how these changes could forever alter the industry and 
society as a whole. 
The Growing Role of AI in the News 
 The internet has revolutionized how consumers get their news, as Cho, Smith and 
Zentner discuss in their paper for Information Economics and Policy (2016). Newspaper 
circulation is forever altered, but the demand for quantity and choice has risen, paving the way 
for a need for automation. Artificial intelligence and machine learning have grown rapidly, and 
these new technologies have slowly crept their way along the edges of society for some time but 
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now are taking on a bigger role. Artificial intelligence, or AI, was once some mysterious science-
fiction fantasy but has since become a reality, and the methods by which industry professionals 
are understanding how to use this technology are becoming less complicated and more 
mainstream, as Boyd-Graber (2018) argues in Frontiers of Engineering. But a technology that is 
usable is of little consequence if it is not simultaneously useful, and AI has proven itself highly 
capable of assisting an industry that many did not predict: the news industry. 
 In the Brazilian Journal of Technology, Communication, and Cognitive Science, John 
Pavlik (2016) claims that three major learning algorithms make AI tremendously beneficial to 
journalists. These include predictive models, descriptive statistics and critical analysis. In other 
words, numbers. What machines can do is rapidly draw from a great deal of numerical data that 
need synthesizing, something that would take a human hours if not longer, rendering the story 
outdated before the news is even broken. Polling, census data, economics, sports scores and the 
list goes on. Pavlik outlines the increasing number of news outlets that are catching on, from the 
Los Angeles Times employing the use of “Quakebot” for fast seismic data analysis to Forbes 
putting AI algorithms to work forecasting market trends. Saqur and Langballe (2018) from the 
University of Toronto took matters a step further by training a machine to not only synthesize 
data but interpret it, and then make market reaction predictions based on sentiment that is 
seventy-one percent accurate. The impact this could have is far-reaching, not just for business 
reporting but for businesses as well. 
 Sports reporting is another facet of journalism forever changed by machines. In 
Technology and Society, Yair Galily (2018) argues that machines, at least in the context of sports 
reporting, are not just relaying box scores and win totals but in fact are able to take data and 
convert numbers into words that appear remarkably conversational in tone. For example, The 
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Associated Press uses one such program called Wordsmith, developed by Automated Insights, to 
produce a publishable story within seconds. This has allowed output to greatly increase while 
simultaneously increasing human journalist productivity by eliminating menial tasks standing in 
the way of the story. This level of increased output through automation also transcends 
journalism and can have an effect throughout the private sector, including boosts to financial 
markets (Marconi, 2016). 
 An argument can be made for the journalist being supplanted by a machine, and while the 
concern is understandable, scholars agree that it is unfounded. Pavlik maintains that machines 
will serve as a supplement rather than a replacement, where AI takes on the task of generating 
work volume while journalists can stick to writing. As Mark Twain wrote, Pavlik states, “If I’d 
have had more time, I’d have written less.” Conciseness is ultimately what resonates with the 
reader more than a quantity of data, making the journalist arguably more important than ever. 
Carl-Gustav Linden (2017) from The Journal of Media Innovations supports this thinking, and 
that automation of tasks in the newsroom that are prone to tedium and errors lead to increased 
job satisfaction. Along with society’s revolution of big data comes a need to process that data, 
and machines can do this better than people can. In fact, Meredith Broussard’s (2014) paper in 
Digital Journalism further emphasizes the importance of data journalism and how machines can 
not only help but can create stories that effect real change. Broussard outlines a software model 
that synthesized and reported education data from Philadelphia schools that led to not only the 
school system adopting reforms but also to the article being shared many times, increasing 
readership and awareness. 
 There’s little doubt that journalism is changing as numbers become increasingly 
important, but just stringing words together isn’t enough to satisfy journalism’s high standards 
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for published content. Kim and Kim (2017) write in Technological Forecasting & Social Change 
that while journalists may be accepting of robots writing some stories for them, there’s still a 
great deal of doubt that readers will come to accept this change. AI has proven itself far too 
useful to consider returning to a time in which it is not utilized for reporting, but just how useful 
it can be may also present numerous problems. While raw data is easily translated, journalism 
goes much farther than sports scores and stock reports. Stories written about events and people 
present an ethical and legal minefield when one considers what machines will write when let 
completely off the leash. 
Ethics 
 Ethical practices are a constant concern for journalists. Using deceptive tactics or 
deliberately writing falsehoods will quickly erode the fragile trust that has been built up between 
writer and reader. While ethical guidelines have been made rather clear for human writers and 
are abided by among the journalism industry, whether this writer/reader relationship will remain 
ethically sound when machines become the writers is still a topic of debate. Lawrence, Palacio-
Gonzalez and Harris (2016) discuss this dilemma in the Cambridge Quarterly of Healthcare 
Ethics, specifically how a mutual understanding of the human condition has been built up over 
eons of evolution and societal change. The issue with suddenly forcing AI into the mix is the 
distrust people may feel over what can be perceived as alien and new. Whether humans will be 
accepting of thinking machines or skeptical for years to come is an unknown factor. 
 In their paper from Telematics and Informatics, Kim and Kim (2018) go a step further to 
study the thoughts and feelings of journalists towards their new robot counterparts, and the 
feelings are mixed. Some in the industry do not feel AI will replace them or significantly alter 
the nature of reporting while others are entirely hostile out of either fear for their own jobs or the 
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loss of journalists’ integrity in the long run. While both groups’ arguments may have merit, there 
is clearly little uniformity among reporters, and Kim and Kim point out that while AI has been 
discussed to date in an academic and technological way, there hasn’t been nearly enough work 
done to ease the transition of assimilating robot writers in a practical sense. However, as 
previously stated, these changes may be inevitable, whether journalists want it or not, as 
Alexander Fanta (2017) from the University of Oxford discusses. While he concludes that, 
obviously, more automation in the future of a more diverse array of news stories will most likely 
happen, whether news organizations need “algorithmic transparency” is still a question. 
Currently, not all uses of automation between AP and Reuters, Fanta points out, are made 
transparent to the public. This is potentially harmful not in the sense that the reporting is 
necessarily false, but in that readers are inadvertently being misled into thinking that every 
article they read was human-written and if this makes a difference.  
 These issues only lead to more questions as to whether a machine can be built to be 
ethical by our standards or not. Boer Deng (2015) writes in Nature that just observing actions of 
machines is not enough to judge them, but instead identifying reasons for their behavior is a key 
component of establishing trust over the long term. The biggest advantage of AI is its ability to 
learn on its own, so there’s optimism that AI can and will draw from myriad approaches to 
problem-solving and, in the context of this thesis, sound reporting. Machines must learn in the 
same way humans learn to become effective, but that does not solve potential problems with 
unethical harm, either intended or unintended, right away. 
 A critical element to sound reporting is to avoid harm, ensuring that anyone who is the 
subject of any reporting be spared personal damages from a public story. But machines, 
unfeeling and autonomous, have the potential to cause such harm completely by accident. One 
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risk of the growing role of AI, as Liesl Yearsley (2017) points out in the MIT Technology 
Review, is corporate manipulation. It’s important to remember that news organizations are not 
creating their own bots, but rather employing bots created by companies like Google and others. 
It then stands to reason that for-profit companies could easily use their AI creations to direct 
online traffic and slowly convert what we know as news into a deceptive marketing effort. As 
recent bouts with fake news have indicated, readers have the potential to be easily manipulated, 
and allowing machines to steer readers in certain directions destroys objectivity and will erode 
trust. 
 Also writing for the MIT Technology Review, Jackie Snow (2017) presents a major 
problem with AI’s ability to learn in that it can just as easily learn false information and craft 
highly convincing videos, images and stories that can fool the public. Society’s reliance on video 
to provide evidence of an event, for instance, is deeply ingrained in our understanding of 
journalism, but if an AI decides to craft a video of doctored images, then deciphering the fake 
videos from real ones will create limitless distrust in visual reporting as a whole. 
While America enjoys the benefits of a free press, news is an international phenomenon, 
and content from nearly any country can be accessed around the globe. Take China, for instance, 
which is beginning to adopt AI for its state run media, as Kelsey Ables (2018) indicates in the 
Columbia Journalism Review. In this case, AI is being used to make propaganda more slick and 
presentable, ensuring the right people see the right information and removing human error. 
Clearly, this would be a tremendous ethical violation in the United States, but the important 
takeaway is how easily AI can be used for ill-gotten gain. While AI has the potential to do good 
in journalism and improve readers’ understanding of their world at a faster pace, it also serves as 
a blank canvas for nefarious parties to do with what they wish. 
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Bias and Credibility 
 An important consideration moving forward is whether AI can be truly objective in 
reporting. It is generally assumed that machines do not possess the ability to express bias due to a 
lack of personal motivation, but this assumption may not be correct and is something newsrooms 
should prepare for. In his Guide to Automated Journalism for the Columbia Journalism School, 
Andreas Graefe (2016) states that “Algorithms rely on data and assumptions, both of which are 
subject to biases and errors.” While the machine isn’t going to engage in any deliberate harm, as 
discussed above, if the underlying data sets the machine is using contain misrepresented facts, 
the machine will not possess the context to know the difference and report it as fact. In a chapter 
of the New World of Transitioned Media, Noam Latar (2015) insists that machines that are 
“programmed objectively” are completely free of bias.  
Of course, the reader has no way of knowing this and must make the assumption that 
robot journalists were programmed objectively, yet another key change to be made to ethics 
guidelines. In the MIT Technology Review, Will Knight (2017) echoes these cautions by 
reaffirming that robots with biased data in essence become biased robots themselves. There is a 
problem of assumption on the part of the reader that the AI has created an unbiased product, but 
as AI-written content spreads to major sectors like medicine or law and there aren’t enough 
individuals in those spheres with the technical understanding to raise questions, potentially 
biased material will be passed around as accurate and objective. In their paper for the Columbia 
School of Journalism, Hansen, Roca-Sales, Keegan and King (2017) lay out cautions for 
journalists in regard to AI bias. Again, while machines themselves can be generally regarded as 
unbiased, these machines are programmed by humans and may contain “blind spots” that could 
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unintentionally skew data, leading to bias. The only true solution to this is to make algorithmic 
functions more transparent, but whether people will care is an unknown. 
While a level of bias may be acceptable in the long run, the real consequence of bias or 
the suspicion of bias is credibility. The news industry is at a critical juncture for establishing AIs 
as credible authors of content. Recently, stemming from the 2016 political cycle, the examination 
of “fake news” has been a principal concern in journalism, and if human writers are struggling to 
maintain credibility with an easily manipulated audience, machines may not fare any better. In 
the Columbia Journalism Review, Mathew Ingram (2018) discusses the dangerous potential for 
automated propaganda. If AI algorithms show favoritism towards fabricated content, and then 
this content is circulated on social media platforms, those spreading falsehoods online are 
incentivized to keep doing so. This could increase the likelihood that AI continues to assume the 
data or information they are receiving are true. M. C. Elish and Danah Boyd also discuss this 
problem in their paper for Communication Monographs (2017). If large data sets go unmonitored 
or without any oversight, then “cultural biases and unsound logics get reinforced and scaled by 
systems in which spectacle is prioritized over careful consideration of the implications of long-
term deployment.” Should a pattern like this be established, the impact on the credibility of 
automated journalism could be devastating. 
As of 2018, the journalism industry is embroiled in a fight to maintain public trust. There 
is then an element of chaos that creeps into the folds of journalism as Brian McNair, in his paper 
for Media International Australia (2012), argues. However, all chaos is not necessarily 
automatically negative. While misinformation will always pose problems, journalism as a whole 
must contend with new variables like WikiLeaks. While the information being circulated by such 
elements is rarely corroborated and may in fact not be true, McNair contends that these elements 
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do give pause to those in power and should be given the benefit of the doubt. Major news 
organizations, in turn, struggle to convince the public that all sources are above board. 
And yet, there is hope for credible automated journalism. While fake news stories may be 
at a fever pitch in 2018, Zheng, Zhong and Yang (2018) maintain in Computers in Human 
Behavior that the public may be more accepting of automated news than is commonly feared. 
The authors cite a 2014 study that concluded that readers did not find AI-written stories any less 
credible than those written by humans. In their own study, they concluded that readers continued 
to find all news content equally trustworthy regardless of whether a human wrote the article or a 
machine, stating “automated journalism is no longer taken as a novice product from news media 
but is being well accepted by many news users.” The authors also state that user perception of 
automated news content will have to be studied over time to truly gauge its acceptability. 
Legal Implications 
 Hand-in-hand with ethical challenges are the legal consequences that may arise from AI-
created material. As a field, journalism is fraught with legal pitfalls. Writers must tread carefully 
in pursuit of stories and strictly avoid printing anything that could face a libel suit or is otherwise 
generally untrue or damaging. And while human writers have grown familiar with these 
restrictions, the question looms as to where the responsibility falls if an AI writes a libelous 
story. Should an AI draw from material on the internet that isn’t true but then report that 
information as though it is, the algorithm, the news company, the editors and the developers 
could all face blame and instill great doubt in the reader. In their article in Journalism and Mass 
Communication Quarterly, Lewis, Sanders and Carmody (2018) discuss the inevitable need for 
the courts to drastically reinterpret the First Amendment as it pertains to reporting. For a libel 
suit to move forward, a public official or public figure must prove “actual malice,” or an intent to 
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cause deliberate harm in spreading false information. For an unfeeling machine with no personal 
stake in the matter, it is impossible to prove actual malice as the law currently stands because the 
machine is only relaying what it learned elsewhere. Likewise, the authors point out that news 
companies will have no recourse in creating a compelling argument for a machine simply 
directing readers to falsehoods. The damage will be the same. 
 In broader terms, the primary issue at heart is one of harmful speech. While libel is most 
likely the biggest potential threat, principles of AI freedom of speech can be extended to all 
manner of problematic speech. These can be addressed by looking at how the First Amendment 
regards AI. Margot Kaminski (2017), in a paper for the University of California, Davis, outlines 
how broadly the First Amendment deals with speech, in that speech receives protection simply 
for being speech and not for being original or inherently creative. Value is never a consideration, 
which means courts have refused to “employ proportionality analysis – to balance the value of 
speech against the degree of harm it causes.” This discussion can potentially become endlessly 
complicated, delving into issues of personhood and whether society acknowledges AI material as 
original in some way and deserving of equal protection. But Kaminski reiterates that the First 
Amendment does not explicitly “center around humanness,” making AI authorship a logical 
extension. Toni Massaro and Helen Norton (2016) in the Northwestern University Law Review 
echo this interpretation while also cautioning court rulings going forward. Should such a measure 
ever prove necessary, a potentially large-scale challenge for the courts in the future will be to 
find a way to simultaneously restrict harmful AI speech and broadly protect the benefits gleaned 
from what it can provide.  
 Laurel Witt (2017), in the Colorado Technology Law Journal, offers a suggestion to the 
above problems. It may be necessary for courts, in cases of libel or defamation, to redefine 
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elements of negligence and instead impose a ruling for respondeat superior, or someone who 
ultimately has oversight on AI-written content. Of course, this comes with its own set of 
problems, in that courts may be overstepping their legal bounds in asserting these changes and it 
still doesn’t entirely solve the problem of actual malice, as the harm, if unintended by the 
respondeat superior, does not hold up in a libel case. The author also points out a potential 
chilling effect this kind of change could have on journalism as a whole. If the legal rules become 
too complicated or risky, news outlets may avoid using bots altogether, which would pose a 
technological setback for news output. Additionally, these legal questions of libel and 
defamation are complicated further as the laws pertain to people and not machines, so then one 
might surmise that the law would potentially have to account for machine autonomy in a legal 
sense if no one is actually pulling the strings.  
 When journalists report, they routinely rely heavily on human sources and first-hand 
accounts, and to maintain integrity as well as protect the privacy of those divulging details, 
reporters keep their sources confidential. There is question, then, as to whether an AI would 
follow the same framework. If an AI pulls information from the internet, protecting one’s digital 
identity becomes a matter of question, as emphasized by Noam Latar and David Nordfors (2009) 
in their paper for Innovation Journalism. They conclude that computer scientists must begin 
programming AI with the protection of citizens in mind. In the European Journal of Law and 
Technology, Elizabeth Kirley (2016) echoes these ideas. She writes that while a human journalist 
will be concerned about subject privacy when constructing a story with data at its center, there is 
“no discrete federal law or any centralized agency regulating robot journalism…although a 
federal robotic commission has been vigorously suggested.” But the law can only do so much, as 
Kaori Ishii (2017) states in a paper for AI & Society. Since the point of machine learning is to 
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allow it to function autonomously, it is nearly impossible to predict how it will learn to handle 
information. Therefore, while enacting highly detailed laws for an ever-changing technology is 
impractical. Creating soft law guidelines that establish foundations and offer flexibility are 
preferable.  
In the Computer Law and Security Review, Cerka, Grigiene and Sirbikyte (2015) point 
out that AI is not internationally recognized as having any sort of personhood and must be 
regarded as “AI-as-tool” to keep things logical and simple, which also supports the respondeat 
superior idea. In this case, the AI avoids legal liability but individuals putting it into use for a 
specific task are to blame. In their paper for Ku Leuven, Ombelet, Kuczerawy and Valcke (2016) 
concur by providing cases of algorithmic wrongdoing falling to Google and Yahoo! for the 
programs they released to the public for making defamatory statements. 
In addition to the potential for libel and defamation, copyright law is also problematic in 
automated journalism. Once again, if an AI is pulling its information from the internet, it is 
entirely possible, if unlikely, that the AI could take information without permission and reprint it 
as original, creating legal problems for the news company in question. Writing for the New York 
University School of Law, Amanda Levendowski (2017) addresses this issue in that there is no 
clear legal precedent of an AI being “trained,” or learning, from copyrighted material in its 
pursuit to create something original. However, works created by AI could easily be interpreted as 
transformative in nature, thus rendering them acceptable under fair use. In fact, fair use has been 
potentially unfairly advanced to cover robot readership. James Grimmelmann (2016) points out 
in the Iowa Law Review that copyright simply does not extend to robots, and that robot readers 
have been able to read and manipulate web content (such as with search engines) without any 
legal qualification, as this kind of information collection is non-expressive. This exclusion of 
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robots from the law can only serve to force humans to play catchup when machines potentially 
become superintelligent. 
There is even a legal question to consider on the other side of the argument, namely 
whether AI-created works are eligible for the same copyright protections of their human 
counterparts. Ryan Abbott (2018), writing in the Research Handbook on Intellectual Properties 
and Digital Technologies, states that a need for copyright protection for machines is inevitable 
and in fact has already been implemented in the United Kingdom. If news companies want 
articles written by machines to be taken seriously, then those articles should be legally protected 
all the same. Lin Weeks (2014), in the NYU Journal of Intellectual Property & Entertainment 
Law, cites the Supreme Court’s ruling on media in their decision of Brown vs. Entertainment 
Merchants Association: “…applying the Constitution to ever-advancing technology, ‘the basic 
principles of freedom of speech and the press, like the First Amendment’s command, do not 
vary.’” In other words, new technologies do not alter the law, but rather fall within it, rendering 
AI-created works no different. In fact, Timothy Butler (1981), writing for (COMM/ENT), A 
Journal of Communications and Entertainment Law back in the 1980s, proposed a change to the 
legal language to account for machines, in that human authorship should be presumed when 
reviewing any legal matters over written works. This allows courts to uncomplicate matters by 








 RQ1: What do news ethics policies say about future technologies like artificial 
intelligence in 2018? 
 RQ2: How is artificial intelligence changing both the reporting of news as well as the 
consumption of news? 
 RQ3: What legal problems could arise from neglecting the growing role of artificial 
intelligence in reporting? 
 RQ4: How should news and reporting ethics policies be changed to account for the 
changing technological landscape? 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 To answer the above questions, research was conducted on myriad topics with a primary 
focus on the intersection of journalism and its evolution alongside artificial intelligence. While 
the prevalence of AI in reporting is clearly in full swing, the academic and legal study of it 
remains in its infancy (Ishii, 2017). Yet scholars are taking note of the trends and shifts in the 
respective industries and working to identify patterns to pave the way for future study, much in 
the same way this thesis aims to. As such, to examine trends from a wide array of opinions, this 
project draws entirely from documentary sources. The reason for utilizing documentary sources 
exclusively is to ensure that time has been invested in these topics rather than serving as a 
collection of conjecture. This thesis is not concerned with anecdotal accounts of AI but rather 
seeks a precise examination, and published sources, both scholarly in nature as well as in press, 
have the highest likelihood of authenticity and impartiality in exploring the need for evolution in 
news ethics.  
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 In addition to the above sources and the analysis they provide, this project also focuses on 
a cross-section of publicly available ethics policies from a sample of different press outlets 
covering a wide range of mediums. The purpose of this is to use primary sources as examples of 
how prepared or unprepared the industry may be in regards to AI-generated content in spite of 
the technology’s prevalence. These will include: 
• The Associated Press 
• The New York Times 
• NPR 
• The Washington Post 
• Yahoo! 
• USA Today 
• The Orlando Sentinel 
• Minnesota Public Radio 
• BuzzFeed 
• Michigan State University’s School of Journalism  
• The Los Angeles Times 
• The Guardian 
• The Wall Street Journal 
This sample was chosen because these outlets make their ethics guides publicly available, 
something not every press outlet does. As this thesis addresses the need for transparency in 
automated reporting, readily accessible ethics guides may need to be more commonplace. It 
should be noted that not all of these outlets may employ the use of AI in their reporting, but 
whether an organization is currently using AI is irrelevant to this discussion. The matter at hand 
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is the establishment of AI as a force in reporting and the inevitability that it will reach most if not 
all press outlets within the next twenty five years. Therefore, it is logically unsound for an outlet 
to ignore the trend and far more logical to prepare while there’s ample time to do so. It should be 
noted as well that several outlets that do not have publicly available ethics guides were contacted 
for this project to broaden the spectrum of press sources. CNN, The Idaho Statesman, WRAL in 
North Carolina and the Raleigh News and Observer were all contacted regarding ethics guides. 
WRAL and The News and Observer responded, each stating the their ethics guides were not 
available to the public. 
 For the sake of organization, this thesis will briefly discuss each outlet listed above and 
the level of comprehensiveness of the ethics policies available as they pertain to technological 
changes in lieu of going point-by-point through each entire guide, which would be exhaustive 
and unnecessary. For the purposes of this thesis, the objective is to highlight important elements 
of each company’s ethics guides with a primary focus on addressing technology specifically and 
identifying similarities regarding what elements are missing. For consistency, each ethics guide 
will be compared against the Code of Ethics as laid out by the Society of Professional Journalists 
(“SPJ Code of Ethics,” 2014). Additionally, Google’s CEO, Sundar Pichai, 2018 post on updated 
ethical guidelines on AI will serve as a backdrop for the use of the technology in a broad sense 
for the company (https://www.blog.google/technology/ai/ai-principles/). This thesis will look for 






2018 NEWSROOM ETHICS POLICIES 
 As mentioned above, this project will summarize and assess newsroom ethics policies as 
they pertain to changes in technology, namely AI. Here, ethics guides from fourteen different 
media companies covering a wide array of mediums will be synthesized and summarized, paying 
special attention to major legal problems, mentions of the use of technology and what elements 
are lacking. The Code of Ethics from the Society of Professional Journalists will be employed as 
a standard against which each ethics policy shall be measured. This analysis justifies the attached 
field guide in asserting that newsrooms are not forecasting technological change and the ethical 
quandaries that may arise. Each media company will be addressed individually for the sake of 
organization. 
The Associated Press (AP) 
 The Associated Press leads the way in preparing for the arrival and usage of thinking 
machines in the newsroom. AP employs programs like the aforementioned Wordsmith, which 
generates articles in a matter of seconds by utilizing a set of rules, programmed by humans, that 
identify “if/then” scenarios to trigger certain phrasing. In “The Future of Augmented Journalism: 
A Guide for Newsrooms in the Age of Smart Machines” (The Associated Press, 2017), AP is not 
only forecasting the fact that AI will play a role but accounting for the reality that the technology 
is already fully in play. It’s also worth noting that AP is making intelligent use of the word 
“augmented” here, further emphasizing the notion that AI will enhance present-day journalistic 
practices rather than threaten them (Zakaria, 2018). The guide even goes so far as to highlight 
which sections of text were constructed with bot assistance, providing the reader with a fast and 
easy way to compare writing quality and sentence structure.  
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 AP gets another nod for mentioning journalistic ethics in this report. It is necessary to 
reiterate that the purpose of this thesis and accompanying field guide is to eliminate the need for 
assumptions made by the newsroom in applying ethical practices to AI reporting, and in this 
guide by AP, there are multiple mentions of ethics. Here, artificial intelligence is referred to as a 
“tool,” pointing out that it is “man-made, meaning that all the ethical, editorial and economic 
influences considered when producing traditional news content still apply in this new age of 
augmented journalism” (The Associated Press, 2017, p. 1). Again, this puts AP ahead of the 
curve by making clear that all current ethical concerns with human writers must be considered 
regardless of who wields the pen (Renner, 2017). However, the issue is that “ethical influences” 
is a broad term and only accounts for what they are considering to be “augmented” journalism, 
meaning a human is still in full control. What’s missing is accounting for when the technology 
allows for automated reporting (and editing) and requires little to no human oversight. While AP 
may not ever want to employ the technology in that way, to assume that AI will never reach that 
level of sophistication is unrealistic (Feloni, 2017). In spite of those broad terms, the guide does 
question the accuracy of the data being collated for augmented work, an excellent observation in 
avoiding ethical conflicts (The Associated Press, 2017). 
The New York Times 
 The New York Times offers a thorough and expected ethics guide. There are ample 
mentions of conflicts of interest, namely the avoidance of accepting forms of payment or if there 
is a vested interest by the reporter to cover a human subject or story in a certain way (The New 
York Times, 2018). While the Times does state that the ethics handbook is “not an exhaustive 
compilation of all situations” that may lead to a conflict of interest, there is no mention of 
automated journalism anywhere. It can be assumed that the guide is written for any person or 
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thing that does journalistic work, but this assumption of personhood by an AI is inadequate and 
must be detailed (Cerka et al., 2015). 
 
National Public Radio (NPR) 
 NPR’s guide holds a lot of similarities to that of the New York Times but is far more 
concise and doesn’t place as much emphasis on conflicts of interest. Instead, NPR focuses on 
journalism that is “accurate, fair and complete as possible” (National Public Radio, 2018). These 
are expected qualities of journalism, but like the Times, there is no mention whatsoever of AI, 
technology, automation, bots or objective data collection. What is of note is NPR’s focus on 
transparency as well as accountability, elements sorely lacking when many newsrooms utilize AI 
in reporting (Graefe, 2016). NPR desires to reveal as much as they can concerning how they 
“discover and verify the facts we present” (National Public Radio, 2018). Should AI be involved 
in collecting and synthesizing data, it should also be stated that the public will be informed when 
such methods are employed. Likewise, the guide informs reporters on being accountable for all 
work they publish, but if a story is written by a machine, accountability will still be a factor as it 
should be assumed the public won’t be interacting with the robot reporter directly (Barot, 2017). 
The Washington Post 
 One of the nation’s oldest papers, the Post’s ethics policy page features a set of rules 
written by former owner Eugene Meyer in 1935 (The Washington Post, 2016). The Post has 
preserved the original (and notably gender-specific) wording of Meyer’s ethical standards and 
improved upon them with changing times, but entirely from a social and cultural perspective. 
Technology is not a factor in this guide but there is an importance placed on transparency. 
What’s disconcerting is that the Post has been using an AI to write hundreds of articles at the 
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time of the writing of this thesis, as mentioned above (Moses, 2017). Given this knowledge, it 
appears contradictory that transparency is a focus of the paper but AI-written articles are seldom 
indicated as such. While the method of writing and reporting may simply be a sped-up version of 
human writing and may also be overseen by a human editor, this omission could lead to future 
ethical friction should an AI conduct itself in a way that belies the company’s standards. 
Yahoo! 
 While Yahoo! doesn’t have a publicly available ethics guide that’s specifically tailored 
towards its news division, it does have a company-wide code of ethics (Yahoo!). This in and of 
itself is alarming as the company is taking large guidelines concerning employee conduct and 
expecting they apply to how the company contributes to the flow of information. Yahoo! is 
unlike many of the other examples in this sample in that it has its own news reporting but 
functions mostly as a news aggregate, leaving the responsibility of article integrity up to the 
outlet that originally reported a story in question, but the company is included in this sample 
because it does feature a prominent online news source and newsletter. 
USA Today 
 USA Today’s ethics guidelines are not nearly as exhaustive as its peers. The guide is 
simply a sort of checklist of elements required and expected of reporters, including honesty in 
reporting and promoting fairness of all parties involved (USA Today, 2018). What does 
differentiate USA Today from its peers in this thesis is a mention, albeit brief, of the use of 
technology in reporting. The guide states, “We will use technological tools with skill and 
thoughtfulness, avoiding approaches that skew facts, distort reality, or sensationalize events.” 
This inclusion is noteworthy in that it classifies what could potentially be AI as a tool, a 
preferred term going forward for legal purposes (Cerka et al., 2015). The statement also requires 
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that facts not be distorted in any way, implying that incorrect data sets should not be analyzed by 
AI. But these requirements of technology could speak to anything, like social media, cameras or 
even the use of word processing software. As AI develops further, specifying that AI is one of 
these tools will be necessary, at the very least. 
The Orlando Sentinel 
 The Orlando Sentinel’s ethics guide should be commended for being slightly more 
comprehensive than those of its significantly more famous peers (The Orlando Sentinel, 2006). 
The guide covers topics not included in the others on this list, such as how to deal specifically 
with children or profanity in quotations, and so on. Unfortunately, as is the pattern with these 
guides, this particular one does not make any mention of the use of technology and certainly not 
anything in the way of AI. There is also no mention of the word “data” anywhere, and 
considering how data-driven journalism has become in recent years, this omission should be 
corrected (Elish & Boyd, 2018). 
Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) 
 MPR is quite similar to NPR in that the reporting on offer serves as a companion to the 
radio broadcasts, but the fact that the stories on the MPR website are companion articles informs 
that they have a chance of being automated in the future. The MPR ethics guide is brief and 
covers the usual expected topics like bias reduction and the importance of facts, but MPR differs 
from its peers in that it does mention the use of technology (Minnesota Public Radio, 2018). The 
guide reads “We also want (this ethics guide) to focus attention on the enduring values that 
govern our work, even as technology changes the form our work takes.” The next paragraph goes 
on to mention that no one could have predicted that the company would ever have a need to 
make policy for social media, and that the staff “can’t foresee every eventuality.” This admission 
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is promising as it addresses how technology is rapidly evolving and also has the power to impact 
and change reporting in unexpected ways. While this particular ethics guide doesn’t go far 
enough in terms of specifics, it is commendable that it demands staff and techniques change with 
the times.  
BuzzFeed 
 While BuzzFeed may not share the legacy or credibility that other news sites do, its 
popularity and consistent reporting make it relevant to the ethics conversation. With no origin in 
print, BuzzFeed is slightly more modernized in its language of discussing potential ethical 
problems. For instance, there is ample attention given to social media behavior and the problems 
potential posts or phrasings could pose (BuzzFeed, 2018). There’s even a section covering 
selfies. Given attention to detail when discussing new technologies, it appears a site like 
BuzzFeed would be primed for the adoption of the automation in journalism. In fact, BuzzFeed 
already experimented with an algorithm called BuzzBot in 2016, for use with Facebook’s 
Messenger app to collect opinions on politics (Mullin, 2016). Since the company has already 
seen fit to allow a bot to gather data on human subjects, an AI-specified ethics policy is 
recommended. 
Michigan State University’s School of Journalism 
 In contrast to the other outlets on this list, this particular ethics guide is oriented for an 
academic setting, namely a school of journalism. Given that, it seems entirely logical that 
technology would be addressed as major changes in the field will be explored and studied at this 
institution (Michigan State University, 2013). The guide is primarily targeted at student reporters 
and serves as a basic ethics guide, discussing the importance of fact-checking and the handling of 
sources. Interestingly, there are nearly two pages in the guide dedicated solely to social media. 
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Once again, the rapid development of technology and its applications in reporting are highly 
likely to cross paths with these students, and with AI’s growth in the coming years, a school of 
journalism is a logical place to instill good ethics practices early on. 
The Los Angeles Times 
 Like prior papers in this sample, the LA Times covers what looks like the absolute basics 
in terms of conflicts of interest and being factual. Also similar to the other guides here is a lack 
of addressing growing forms of technology (Los Angeles Times, 2018). There is a mention of 
altering photographs and using “other media,” but this term is used primarily to address changes 
in video production rather than any form of automation. This omission is curious, as the LA 
Times employs the use of multiple bots to perform tasks that can be easily automated. For 
example, the Times uses Quakebot to monitor and report on earthquakes that hit the Los Angeles 
area, and uses other similar bots to automate tasks such as generating homicide headlines, 
collecting information on arrests, reporting employment data and crafting simple sports stories 
(Levenson, 2014). With so many facets of the paper turning to bots for help, an ethical 
specification appears necessary. 
The Guardian 
 Possessing a strong digital presence, The Guardian is the only press outlet in this sample 
from outside of the United States. While The Guardian hits the same notes as its peers in basic 
ethical concerns, it also goes so far as to mention libel and how libel laws are “constantly 
developing” (The Guardian, 2015). Of course, these are not American libel laws, but addressing 
legal challenges directly is uncommon in the ethics guides within this sample. Much like the 
aforementioned LA Times, The Guardian is employing the use of a bot for Facebook’s 
Messenger app, allowing users to ask basic questions about articles and topics.  
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The Wall Street Journal 
 The last outlet in this sample, the Wall Street Journal is one of the preeminent papers in 
the business world, and considering how prolific bot reporters have become in recent years in 
dealing with rapidly changing business news, it is natural to assume the Wall Street Journal 
would desire to cover this technology in an ethics guide (Saqur & Langballe, 2018). Granted, this 
is not the case, and the only mention of technological developments pertain to social media with 
a primary focus on misrepresenting oneself on social media and using one’s professional social 
media accounts for personal use (The Wall Street Journal, 2018). 
 
DISCUSSION 
 As evidenced in the previous section, newsrooms must be far more proactive than they 
currently are as technology progresses. There is a clear motive and incentive to continue utilizing 
AI for news production, and the discretion in regards to what degree of responsibility news 
companies give AI will vary widely (Kim & Kim, 2017). With this future pattern established, the 
above ethics guides are almost entirely lacking in regards to either forecasting their technology 
usage or addressing their current technology usage. As discussed in the limitations section of this 
thesis, it is impossible to predict the future in terms of how AI will progress, how rapidly it will 
do so and to what extent journalism chooses to adopt it, but its current prevalence and observed 
rapid growth appear to indicate that the industry will not be able to put the proverbial genie back 
in the bottle. Instead, the solution is to address these lacking points of emphasis and ensure they 
are clear and concise in the ethics field guide (See Appendix B) 
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 It should also be noted that, for the sake of the industry and maintaining trust with the 
reader, AI will function as an enhancement rather than an architect of human replacement (Kim 
& Kim, 2018). AI and its role in news can take many forms. Machine learning is a highly 
complex and uncharted field, but both humans and machines will inevitably learn from each 
other and, more importantly, adapt behaviors and styles of work to complement each other’s 
existence (Boyd-Graber, 2018). In fact, while this thesis has so far served as a cautionary 
exploration of ideas, the fact is that journalism stands to benefit greatly from the use of machines 
in terms of efficiency and work quality and the industry should embrace this growth opportunity. 
It essentially serves as an evolution of computational journalism, and there is ample evidence of 
the benefits of employing computers for research and writing purposes, making the next step of 
allowing the computers to be autonomous logical (Latar & Nordfors, 2009). AI has demonstrated 
its ability to compute box scores and other sports-related data and then convert it to words for 
simple news briefs and updates, but potential consequences change drastically when AI is 
allowed to write about anything (Galily, 2018) While news companies may or may not be sold 
on the notion of AI taking on a bigger job, convincing human journalists that not only their 
employment is protected but that the integrity of reporting is protected is a bigger task (Kim & 
Kim, 2018). This hammers home how critical an updated ethics guide is. A guide that 
specifically addresses AI in the news isn’t just for the reader but should give confidence to the 
journalist as well. 
 The single most important element for an ethics guide to tackle in the age of AI is 
transparency. Transparency is at the heart of journalism (Graefe, 2016). Without providing 
essential details and basic information within a story to the public, the story holds no authority or 
guarantee of authenticity. The reader must be given an accurate recreation of an event or factual 
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representation of a person or thing in order to further the knowledge of it and inform (Hansen et 
al., 2017). Without this cornerstone, the news simply cannot be trusted. Therefore, if robots are 
going to be handed the responsibility of performing all the necessary functions of a human 
reporter, the public must be told. To date, AI has operated “behind the scenes,” calculating large 
amounts of data and synthesizing it into digestible material (Renner, 2017). This trend cannot 
continue if AIs are to be the ones actually connecting the reader to the information. 
 The level of involvement of AI within a story is irrelevant. AI assistance in data 
collection is one thing, but if an AI is constructing prose then the story must indicate this in some 
way (Fanta, 2017). Individual news companies can make the determination as to exactly how, 
but whether a story is fully automated or simply augmented in some way, a notice to the reader 
should be made clear near the top of the story, such as within the byline. Additionally, the news 
company would do well to contain an upfront notice of algorithm usage on its website in addition 
to in individual stories for consistency and added insurance in the event the reader missed the 
notification (Fanta, 2017). To put it more bluntly, the newsroom’s primary responsibility here is 
to ensure the reader is not inadvertently tricked in any way (Chadwick, 2018). While it’s safe to 
assume news companies have no incentive to fool readers into believing AI-crafted articles were 
written by a human, there’s also no incentive in concealing it. Just as journalists are expected to 
be transparent about their reporting, so too must the machines.  
 A frequent enemy of journalistic integrity is libel. The news is in a constant struggle to 
convince the public that it tells nothing but the full truth, and libel and defamation are to be 
avoided at all costs (Ombelet et al., 2016). Of course, when a robot enters the picture, there’s an 
added radical as well as an obvious benefit and equally obvious detriment. The benefit of the 
robot journalist has already been stated throughout this thesis, as a machine can make short work 
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of a large quantity of information, but that information will be reported as though it’s entirely 
true. The machine cannot differentiate fact from fiction or exaggeration when it collates data for 
a story (Cerka et al., 2015). In other words, if the AI is scraping data that are false or 
misrepresentative, it will report it as fact (Witt, 2017). Some assumptions are being made in this 
assertion. At the time of this thesis’s writing, this is the current level of capability AI possess. 
Additionally, this thesis also assumes that as automation increases, a human editor may not 
always need to be at the helm before a story’s publication (Ombelet, 2016). 
 Ensuring all automated or augmented material passes before human eyes is a good idea 
and perhaps the easiest and most necessary solution unless the news company can guarantee that 
falsehoods will never be reported by a machine, which is impossible (Ombelet, 2016). The good 
news is that most instances of libel stem from an author with some ulterior motive or desired 
outcome, which a machine will not possess (Latar, 2015). Nonetheless, as previously suggested, 
a clear indication for the reader that a story is in some way created by a machine would go a long 
way towards maintaining integrity. But on a more basic level, most of the ethics guides discussed 
in this thesis make no mention of libel at all. While this omission is understandable because 
adherence to the law is implied, the addition of AI, an entity that is ignorant of the law and its 
consequences, must be accounted for in the updated guide (Witt, 2017). It must be assumed that 
the law will not change regarding libel in making exceptions for authorship for the time being, so 
it falls to newsrooms to be explicitly clear that libel by a machine is entirely possible and then 
create internal policy that spells out accountability in the event a bot reporter reports false 
information (Lewis et al., 2018). 
 Bias, another roadblock for AI, has been a criticism of mass media for decades. Some 
bias in reporting is expected and nothing to be alarmed over, but extensive bias can lead to 
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entrenched opinions about policy and politics that either serve to mislead or serve to severely 
erode trust in the media (McNair, 2012). Reporters face an uphill battle in convincing an 
increasingly skeptical public that information is accurate and serves no ulterior ideological 
motive. Enter AI, a potential game-changer for bias reduction. A logical assumption would be 
that an unthinking, unfeeling, unmotivated machine has no reason to slant news content to 
receive a desired outcome, and this is true (Latar, 2015). The machine, on its own, is incapable of 
purposefully misleading, but the human element behind the machine can still do great harm. 
Firstly, an AI is programmed by a human, meaning that there could exist some form of 
algorithmic bias, making it possible that an AI was programmed to collect and synthesize some 
information while ignoring key details, thus misleading the reader by proxy (Hansen et al., 
2017). There is also a chance, as previously mentioned, that the AI could draw from data sources 
that are not objective in their findings, making the reporting not necessarily untrue but also not 
providing the whole story (Lewis et al., 2018). The good news here is that the public generally 
does not carry suspicions that an AI is more biased than a human, which could aid in readers’ 
transition to a more automated news cycle (Zheng et al., 2018). Also, at the time of this 
publication, algorithms exist for the sole purpose of reporting news in an impartial way, such as 
the one operating on the site “Knowhere News,” where an AI reformulates stories and headlines 
from left and right-leaning news sites for a more objective presentation (Houser, 2018). Time 
will tell if this approach is effective, but it highlights the pitfalls and benefits of AI in reporting 
and news companies should not be complacent. Therefore, while the above ethics guides 
affirmed objectivity in the pursuit of truth, these guidelines should be extended to non-human 
reporters, ensuring that both purposeful and accidental bias by a machine is unacceptable. 
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Hazards like libel and bias are constant problems but are made worse by the recent threat 
of fake news. “Fake news,” the colloquial term for deliberate false reporting made to look 
authentic to be spread on the internet for profit or propaganda, has seen rapid growth in just the 
past few years, and in a data-driven world brimming with free-flowing information, it has the 
potential to get far worse if not addressed soon (Cox, 2018). There are a multitude of factors to 
consider when combating fake news, which has thrived on social media platforms where there’s 
little oversight (Ingram, 2018). Luckily for the media, this is one area where AI can actually be a 
great help. Algorithms are being developed and put into use that can detect phony stories based 
on their origin points (Cox, 2018). An AI can be programmed to sift through large swaths of data 
to assign scores of trustworthiness to stories, removing human confirmation bias (Marr, 2017).  
Algorithms like CrossCheck and ClaimBuster are already doing this, but the systems in 
place are not perfect and can fall prey to unfamiliar terminology or the lack of authentic sources 
against which to check false claims (Robbins, 2017). The point of this exploration is to reaffirm 
that an AI can be a great tool, but just as a hammer is a tool, it needs an arm to swing it. Thus, 
while news outlets should be open to the growing roles of AI, they should not be completely 
trusted to handle every job just yet. While the steps taken for the prevention of fake news mostly 
overlap with those previously stated about guaranteeing authenticity and integrity in reporting, 
the updated ethics guide does not explicitly need to lay out a roadmap for addressing the issue 
(as the problem does not originate from legitimate news outlets) but should acknowledge the 
threat is out there and to not rely on AI to do the fact-checking on its own (Snow, 2017). 
While it’s understandably implied in current ethics guides that copyright laws will be 
adhered to, there can be no gray area in regards to AI-written content. Obviously, news 
companies and reporters enjoy the freedoms afforded by the First Amendment greatly, but as 
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machines craft more stories of their own, the question remains whether or not they also enjoy 
those benefits and obey the restrictions (Massario & Norton, 2016). It should be noted that 
copyright laws are not the responsibility of news agencies, but the technology in question 
certainly can (and likely will) have an effect on how laws are shaped going forward, an 
eventuality newsrooms should prepare for (Levendowski, 2017). Though outside of the scope of 
this thesis, there remains a question of how the law will change and if it will prioritize AI as a 
speaker or AI as a reader, which Margot Kaminski outlines: 
“…when it comes to assessing the extent of legal disruption, the details of a particular 
legal landscape and its underlying theories are often as important as the features of a 
particular technology. The AI author does not disrupt law in a vacuum, because the law 
constructs authorship differently in different contexts. Technology thus does not just act 
upon the law; it encounters and is framed by it. Technology can make salient or 
foreground existing features of the law. But this description is incomplete; technology is 
not just a stable lens through which we see stable aspects of the law. It takes on a 
particular meaning within the law depending on what one thinks the law is or should be. 
The law constructs — makes meaning of — technologies. And that process of 
construction lays the groundwork for whether and how a particular technology creates 
challenges for the legal system” (2017). 
 
Armed with this interpretation, it will be left to newsrooms to adapt to changes in the 
legal landscape in dealing with AI going forward. What newsrooms can do is confirm that an AI 
can hold some form of “personhood” (Kirley, 2016). The purpose of this in the ethics guide is 
not to redefine the machine as a whole but instead to explicitly state that an AI author’s content 
should be viewed with the same level of authenticity as a human’s, and therefore the AI’s 
authorship is equal to that of a human’s (Butler, 1981). This avoids the perception that an AI 
author’s content is somehow “less than,” lending credibility to the technology.  
An AI must follow all copyright laws just as a human does, and this works both ways. 
Just as an AI cannot steal and reprint material, human writers are forbidden from stealing AI 
material, as an AI should be afforded the same copyright protection (Abbott, 2018). Of course, 
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newsroom do not have the power to enact this into law, but an ethical expectation within the 
company should be established and followed to alleviate future problems. Along similar lines, 
the ethics guide must address plagiarism and guarantee that an AI, through its data-collection 
process, will not simply lift entire passages from existing stories and reproduce it 
(Grimmelmann, 2016). While current ethics guides do take plagiarism seriously, it should be 
emphasized that an AI reporter, if it is to be part of the staff, holds the same rights and 
expectations of the staff. At the end of the day, speech originating from a machine is still speech, 
legally speaking (Kaminski, 2017). 
It's safe to predict that the continued AI evolution will progress on pace with the growth 
of big data as both something that can shape and make sense of big data as well as contribute to 
it. The era of user-tracking and tailored web content is in full swing, and the journalism industry 
must be vigilant that it does not fall in step with these trends (Snow, 2017). Of course, there are 
many advantages to using big data in acquiring and synthesizing news content, as algorithms can 
point reporters in the right direction and assist in eliminating busywork (Broussard, 2015). On 
the other hand, there are some significant drawbacks to employing AI to serve as a bridge 
between the content and the reader. One clear problem immediately evident is the potential for 
corporate influence (Breland, 2017). Most newsrooms are not programming their own AIs, but 
instead are relying on those created by companies like Google. While Google and its ilk certainly 
have ample resources to build and evolve AIs, there is a risk to allowing these companies to 
shape the future. For instance, Google is free to program its AI how it wants, meaning that the 
algorithm could be tailored to seek out certain content to create a pro-corporate image (Byers, 
2018). This could be especially troublesome with consumer companies, where the goal is to not 
only create useful tools but create an AI that people like and, in some form or another, bond with 
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(Yearsly, 2017). To maintain a high standard of ethics, news companies already emphasize the 
importance of conflicts of interest, but this needs to be extended to AI as well. 
In addition to eliminating corporate influence, reader polarization is another AI concern. 
At the time of this writing, the political climate in the United States is raw and divided, driven by 
a disconnect between the masses and the governing bodies. Political reporting is abundant and 
the press is hard at work to make sense of the rapid pace, a seemingly perfect environment for AI 
to come into play and thrive (Broussard, 2015). The potential hazard is if AI algorithms, either 
because of deliberate programming or a lack of access to objective information, actually increase 
the level of polarization among readers (Dormehl, 2018). Allowing AI to choose what news goes 
before a particular person based on his or her political alignment is a danger and does a great 
disservice to the public. To go a step further, AI could easily be made to deliver propaganda by 
completely blocking certain stories from consideration and driving a narrative in a particular way 
(Ables, 2018). In the United States, it is unlikely that AI will be used for such a sinister purpose 
with any degree of success, but considering how effective misinformation can be in reaching a 
desired thought process from the public for political gain, the updated ethics guide must 
guarantee that no AI, regardless of origin, be anything but objective and impartial. Anything less 
should result in the newsroom’s termination of utilizing that particular algorithm for future 
stories. 
 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS 
 As this project deals with rapidly changing technology in a field that’s also undergoing 
significant change and growth, the most obvious limitation is the fact that much of this 
information and the recommendations that come with it may be outdated rather quickly. The 
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future is fluid and a challenging research subject to tackle. There are myriad factors that can and 
likely will affect the course technological development. While it’s realistically safe to assume 
that AI development will continue at its current pace, there can be no guarantee that progress will 
increase in pace or slow down. The former of the two is far more likely, considering how human 
development alongside learning machines can lead to exponential growth as the machines are 
increasingly able to work autonomously (Galily, 2018). What AI will be able to do is only 
imaginable, but as industry drives change and seeks for more automation in the era of managing 
big data, the application of AI only stands to expand (Pavlik, 2016). In other words, machines 
will get smarter and learn to do more, including becoming more sophisticated authors and 
content creators (Newman, 2018). 
 In addition, the journalism industry is also changing and no one can accurately predict in 
2018 exactly what forms it will take in the coming years. How reporting will be done is a topic 
of debate, and the mediums through which news will be disseminated are still unknown, 
including how they’ll intersect (Linden, 2017). Mobile technology and on-demand culture has 
clearly changed expectations forever, and staffing a writer that doesn’t have to sleep has clear 
benefits (Eudes, 2014). As this overall volume of news content increases, as mentioned earlier in 
this thesis, so too will automation, but to what extent is unknown. It’s entirely likely that the 
news industry shifts again in unexpected ways and may utilize AI completely differently, if at 
all. This project assumes that abandoning AI is unlikely, given the prevalence of AI in reporting 
and that the benefits are simply too great to abandon the technology altogether. A lingering 
question then is whether changes in technology will alter reporting or if reporting tactics will 
drive changes in technology. Time will tell. 
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 The reader must be reminded that only a sample of press agencies and media outlets is 
addressed in this thesis. It would be entirely unrealistic to attempt to cover all outlets or even the 
total number of outlets in one medium, such as television. It is outside the scope of this project to 
identify problems specific to every news company and then tailor ethics policy changes to each 
company individually. Instead, this project must make assumptions based on the sample 
available and extrapolate ethics policy trends. While it is entirely likely that some media 
companies are completely prepared for coming technological change, the project asserts many 
are not.  
Just as the journalism industry will undergo changes, so too will the law, and this project 
cannot account for future changes of the legal landscape and how new laws will affect both the 
growth of the technology as well as its use in the public sphere. Of course, the purpose of this 
project is to provide recommendations to avoid any legal complications, but how the law views 
AI will ultimately decide how press outlets are able to use it (Witt, 2017). The law is already 
being shaped by AI in more ways than one, so it can be assumed that the law will eventually be 
forced to adopt more specific language tailored to AI speech in the future (Massaro & Norton, 
2016). The laws as they pertain to journalism and the First Amendment will likely not change 
much, but how AI works within them likely will. 
It should also be noted that while this project offers a detailed yet concise ethics field 
guide to address technological changes, it cannot be guaranteed that the recommendations or 
guidelines outlined in the guide will actually be followed. Faced with growing legal pressures 
and consumer expectations, newsrooms will likely adopt sound ethical changes such as those 
presented here over time, but this change will unlikely occur overnight (Chadwick, 2018). So 
while guidelines can certainly be updated, it will be the responsibility of news companies to 
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ensure the policies are being adhered to in order to avoid legal consequences or ethical breaches 
of trust. Granted, it is always important to differentiate what is legal from what is ethical, but that 
difference as it pertains to AI is still troublingly new (Levendowski, 2017). 
 Because it seems abundantly clear that AI and its application for reporting is not going 
anywhere, this project recommends future study. While predictive analysis can certainly help in 
the hopes of avoiding ethical problems, the fact is that ethical and legal problems must arise as a 
direct result of AI reporting in order to fully understand the scope of potential damage. Without a 
clear picture based off precedent, newsrooms will not truly know what to avoid. Likewise, as AI 
evolves, future study is recommended to account for an assumed further sophistication of the 
technology and its ability to create original stories. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 As this thesis aims to convey, the future is not set. Artificial intelligence, the law, 
common practices with AI and journalism will all likely undergo massive changes within just the 
next decade. While predicting these changes is impossible, the least the news business can do is 
prepare for them. The ethical challenges journalism faces are immense on a day-to-day basis 
when only humans are involved, but as machines enter the industry at a steady pace and take on 
more complex work, news companies can expect these challenges to increase as well (Ball, 
2018). Until there comes a day when a truly ethical thinking and learning machine is constructed 
and approved for commercial use, it will be left to humans to confront these challenges as they 
arise (Deng, 2015).  
 The possibilities of news-writing robots are endless. As the internet further weaves its 
way into human life, AI content will become a part of the daily conversation. Already, nearly 
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three-quarters of news media companies are looking to expand and experiment with AI and 
there’s only room to grow (Newman, 2018). AI-written news will slowly become more common 
and will share an equal space with its human counterparts, even to the point where an AI could 
be considered for a prize for its work (Holmes, 2016). This is all speculation, of course, and 
much of it may seem ridiculous at this stage in time, but there was also a time when the very idea 
of a robot was purely science fiction, but progress in robotics and algorithms suggests otherwise. 
The effectiveness of AI and its ability to learn are established, but the level to which it 
improves news content will be left up to both writers and readers. While AI certainly functions 
excellently as another tool and stands to save companies time and money, caution must be 
exercised to prevent an over-reliance on AI (Sundar, 2018). While automation can do a lot of 
good in the industry, there will always need to be a human element present if the content is 
meant to connect to humans in a moral and practical way (Lawrence, Palacio-Gonzalez & Harris, 
2016). Many already have doubts in trusting news, and the fragile relationship between writer 
and reader will always face obstacles. It is easy to blame technology for furthering potential 
divisions in the public sphere, but there is always a human at the helm at some stage of 
development. What’s important is to aim for AI becoming its own beast rather than a mere 
extension of society’s worst elements. It’s entirely possible to pass onto an AI racial biases and 
ideological closedmindedness, but it’s just as easy to teach and program AI to be of great use and 
further the pursuit of knowledge (Hutson, 2017). 
 The goal of this thesis and its accompanying ethics field guide is to provide newsrooms 
with a way forward through an uncharted future of AI-generated content. While cautionary tales 
of technological development could fill entire libraries, the fact is that the AI revolution is 
already in progress and has barely even begun. Rather than fear for jobs or shy away from the 
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times, newsrooms should fully embrace the coming future, armed with the reassurance that robot 
reporters, just like their human counterparts, must follow the rules. Maintaining high ethical 
standards should always be the ultimate goal of reporting, and though technology may change 
how work is done, it cannot change these established standards that took decades to achieve. 
Readers should always demand accurate content, newsrooms should always be there to provide it 
and machines should be utilized to help make it. The future may not be set, but an expectation of 
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The age of thinking machines has begun. There’s an influx of artificially intelligent 
constructs performing tasks formerly reserved for humans. Among other 
industries, the news industry has taken advantage of this growth by seeing the 
opportunity AI presented. Instead of replacing entire newsrooms with robots, news 
agencies have intelligently adapted to create a space in which human and bot 
reporters can coexist. Bots have already demonstrated their usefulness, speeding 
up commonly slow and tedious processes like data collection and synthesis, 
statistical analysis and relaying sports scores. While these tasks have served as a 
solid introduction of AI into the news space, agencies are assigning more 
responsibility to their bot colleagues than ever before, with machines writing full 
articles instead of merely crunching numbers. There are no signs of this trend 
slowing down. 
 
While there’s little doubt now that an AI can effectively string words together in 
such a way that it produces an adequate story, questions remain regarding the 
ethical problems these bots can create. Every major news outlet operates within 
the confines of an ethics guide to which every staff member must abide, but these 
guidelines are frequently vague and fail to address changes in the technological 
landscape. This ethics guide intends to address potential problems that the use of 


















































In all facets of reporting, the highest emphasis should always 
be placed on accuracy and the relentless pursuit of truth. 
While AI will continue to serve as a useful tool in this pursuit, 
great caution must be exercised in allowing the machine to 
be autonomous. Though the bot reporter may not operate 
with any level of bias, it may just as easily report false 
information as fact if it utilizes poor data or unverified 
sources. If an AI is getting its information from faulty data, it 
will synthesize that data as it’s programmed to do, then 
convert that data into news and accidently mislead the 
public, which will reflect negatively on the company and 
require retractions and corrections.  
 
As the technology progresses and possesses the ability to 
validate data independently, AI will one day be able to be 
fully trusted to make judgments. Until that day comes, it is up 
to the news staff to verify all data sets that the bot reporter is 
using before any words are written. The news must always 
be presented as authentic, and the reader will lose faith in 
reporting if bot-written articles are suspect while human-
written content is not. There cannot be two levels of truth 
operating within the same space. Therefore, to maintain an 
ethical standard of accuracy, never allow a bot to synthesize 
information that is unverified, no matter how much times it 
could potentially save. 
“Though the bot reporter may not operate with any level of 
bias, it may just as easily report false information as fact if 
it utilizes poor data or unverified sources.” 
“The assumptions 
built into the 
algorithms may be 
wrong or reflect the 
(conscious or 
unconscious) biases of 
those who developed 
or commissioned 
them. As a result, 
algorithms could 
produce outcomes 
that were unexpected 
and unintended, and 
the resulting stories 
could contain 
information that is 
inaccurate or simply 
false.” 
Andreas Graefe, 
“Guide to Automated 
Journalism” 
 


















































If a reader raises an objection to an article written by a bot, 
determining ultimate responsibility can pose a challenge. The 
bot cannot (at this point in time) defend its own work, but an 
automated article needs oversight in the event that there is 
an objection to avoid legal scrutiny. There cannot be an 
assumption that the progenitor of the algorithm can be held 
responsible as that entity is not the one who published the 
questionable story. Instead, a staff member in the newsroom 
should be appointed to take on this role as the AI’s 
“respondeat superior,” a master, of sorts, that can answer on 
the AI’s behalf. This can be an editor or fellow staff writer, 
and though this individual does not necessarily need to 
review all algorithmic actions (something that would defeat 
the purpose of automation), he or she will serve as the 
primary contact for AI-written content. 
 
Newsrooms should not wait for the law to handle this. The law 
allows for an employer to utilize a doctrine of respondeat 
superior to speak on behalf of an employee, and while not a 
human employee, the bot reporter should be treated as a tool 
that carries the same speaking power of a human. The legal 
implications are complex, and it should be noted that a 
respondeat superior defense may not hold up in a libel case, 
holding the news company responsible for all published 
content. 
“There cannot be an assumption that the progenitor of the 
algorithm can be held responsible as that entity is not the 

















Rogue Bot Journalist: 
Protection from Non-
Human Defamation” 

















































3: Minimizing Harm 
Great care should always be taken when dealing with human 
subjects for a story. Whether the investigative method 
involves interview, surveys, biographical data or any other 
potentially sensitive qualitative information, the goal of the 
reporter is to pursue truth while also minimizing harm in 
regards to the human subject. While it may be simple to 
convey this message to human reporters, an AI may not be 
aware that it is gathering data and reporting on people in 
such a way that their information could make them 
identifiable or hurt one’s reputation.  
 
As a machine, a bot reporter should not be expected to be 
sensitive to the needs and expectations of humans in society. 
It can only be expected to simply gather information and 
report it. This once again emphasizes the importance of 
human intervention in the news-writing process. Opting for 
automation may be ideal but to a point, as a human editor 
must step in before publication to ensure that any article with 
human subjects is fair and accurate. Additionally, an AI may 
not be aware of societal norms, acceptable language, 
community standards or ongoing sensitive investigations. 
Until the technology allows an AI to make judgments and 
approach certain stories with caution, it should not be 
allowed to conduct investigative journalism on human 
subjects unsupervised. 
“Opting for automation may be ideal but to a point, as a 
human editor must step in before publication to ensure that 
any article with human subjects is fair and accurate.” 
“People often answer 
that it is all right to 
stop the trolley be 
hitting the lever, but 
viscerally reject the 
idea of pushing the 
bystander. The basic 
intuition, known to 
philosophers as the 
doctrine of double 
effect, is that 
deliberately inflicting 
harm is wrong, even 
if it leads to good.” 
 
Boer Deng, “The 
Robot’s Dilemma: 
Working out How to 
Build Ethical Robots 




































A critical element for the continued use of bot reporters is a 
need for transparency. To maintain trust, news agencies 
must maintain a level of honesty with the reader. While 
sources may remain confidential, the process by which a 
reporter came to gather details is made clear. On an even 
more basic level, the reader will naturally assume that a 
human is creating all content he or she is consuming in the 
daily news. It is the uncommon reader who will consider the 
possibility that much of the day’s news content could be 
entirely automated. Though newsrooms’ aim in utilizing bot 
reporters is to create a seamless integration into the rest of 
the news cycle, machine authorship should not be concealed 
in any way. 
 
The newsroom must disclose AI authorship for every piece of 
automated or augmented content. Just as a human is 
responsible for a byline, if a machine writes an article, the 
reader should be informed. It is entirely natural to hesitate 
here and assume that the reader may not take AI-generated 
content as seriously, but that is outside the control of the 
newsroom and a risk any news agency runs. It is an ethical 
requirement that the reader is not fooled in any perceivable 
way, and if newsrooms are going to use machines to write 
more content, the tradition of honesty must be upheld. 
“The newsroom must disclose AI authorship for every piece 
of automated or augmented content.” 
“A consistent 
attribution policy 
would help to 
‘minimize the dangers 
of ambiguous 
authorship and 
demystify the naive 




unbiased nature of 
algorithms and the 




Robots on the Map: 
Automated 
Journalism in News 
Agencies” 
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  5: Bias Reduction 
Hand-in-hand with a requirement for accuracy, bias is 
another factor newsrooms commonly seek to reduce. While 
some bias in news media may be inevitable, orienting a story 
to reach a desired outcome misleads the reader and 
damages the reputation of the outlet. Bias can also be found 
in a story of nearly any subject, not just ideological. Since the 
vast majority of reporters are human and humans are entitled 
to myriad opinions, writers must adhere to strict industry 
standards in staying as objective as possible to allow the 
readers their own opinions.  
 
While an AI can certainly help increase article quantity and 
writing efficiency, newsrooms should not assume a bot 
reporter is infallible. It is true that an AI is a machine and 
does not feel, nor can it be programmed to express bias, as 
this would imply the machine has a desire to manipulate the 
reader. Instead, newsrooms should be sure the data the AI is 
pulling from do not contain any inclination of bias or other 
ideological slant. In an automated piece, an AI’s synthesis of 
data could contain certain “blind spots,” or omissions that 
could inadvertently skew data results, which could not only 
mislead the reader but in turn make the outlet appear to be 
biased regarding a specific issue. The solution  is thorough 
vetting of data as well as transparency, as the reader is 
correct in assuming an AI should be impartial. 
“Newsrooms should be sure the data the AI is pulling from 
do not contain any inclination of bias or other ideological 
slant.” 
 
“Besides the great 
potential saving in 
labor costs, these 
robot journalists 
seldom miss facts, if 
programed correctly, 
are never tired and if 
programed objectively 
are free of personal 
bias” 
Noam Lemelshtrich 
Latar, “The Robot 
Journalist in the Age 
of Social Physics: The 
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  6: Impartiality 
While newsrooms will require oversight on data that are 
being gathered and synthesized by bots to reduce bias, 
newsrooms can and should go a step further in using AI to 
reduce existing bias, both hidden and blatant. Due to the 
prevalence of automated content, websites exist that can 
take politically charged articles and use algorithms to rewrite 
the content to make it more objective and avoid guiding the 




Just as human writers work to report objectively, so too must 
machine writers. Newsrooms should not assume that just 
because a machine is unbiased by nature, as discussed in 
part 5, there is no guarantee that the individual who 
programmed the machine in question is unbiased as well. It 
is entirely possible that an AI could be programmed in such 
a way to avoid certain data points while prioritizing others. 
Newsrooms must then not only seek oversight on data sets 
but also on the sources of the AI themselves. While it is 
unlikely that stealth bias in an AI will cause significant issue, 
it is something newsrooms should not ignore. 
 
 “Newsrooms should not assume that just because a 
machine is unbiased by nature, as discussed in part 5, 
there is no guarantee that the individual who programmed 
the machine in question is unbiased as well.” 
 
“There needs to be a 
concerted and 
continued effort to 
fight hidden bias in 
AI, often 
unacknowledged but 
always present, since 
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7: Targeted Content 
An unexpected pitfall of using AI for reporting is the way it 
can be deceptively manipulative. Newsrooms should use AI 
to its fullest potential in gathering data and expediting the 
newswriting process. Newsrooms should also be aware that 
AIs are created by for-profit companies, and the needs and 





Though unlikely, an AI can be programmed with the ability to 
not only create news content but also target certain readers 
based on data-driven behavioral trends. While this targeting 
of readers may not be overtly harmful, it may favor certain 
agendas over others, resulting in reduced objectivity. An AI 
created by a large company may craft news with a pro-
corporate slant or potentially omit information about the 
company from which it originates. The newsroom’s objective 
is to bring information to the people rather than shape it, and 
an AI has the power to manipulate. It is up to the newsroom 
to know the source of its algorithms and ensure it is reporting 
on corporate entities with all due fairness. 
“The newsroom’s objective is to bring information to the 




“The giant companies 
at the forefront of 
AI—across social 
media, search, and e-
commerce—drive the 
value of their shares 
by increasing traffic, 
consumption, and 
addiction to their 
technology.” 
 
Liesl Yearsley, “We 
Need to Talk About 
the Power of AI to 
Manipulate Humans” 
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  8: Plagiarism 
Regardless of the circumstances, plagiarism is explicitly 
forbidden and should always be met with harsh 
consequences. All reporters must abide by these rules and 
never violate copyrighted material, and this must apply to 
machines as well. If an AI is going to be part of the 
newsroom staff and write content on par with humans, it’s 
work must be held equally accountable. Newsrooms should 
not fall back on a fair use defense for all automated material 
if that material is not original. 
 
The newsroom will be responsible for upholding this 
standard. The law does not clearly address the reality of an 
AI learning from copyrighted material and then using it in 
some way. At the same time, bot writers should be entitled to 
the same legal protections as their human counterparts. Any 
original work created by an AI is not to be lifted and copied 
under any circumstance without express permission from the 
news outlet in question. This is as much for the legitimacy of 
the outlet as it is for the legitimacy of the bot writer. As long 
as newsrooms continue to utilize AI to craft original content, 
there can be no doubt for the reader and other news 
agencies that automated material is to be taken seriously, 
and without copyright guarantees and enforcements for this 
content, an AI has no place in the newsroom. 
“If an AI is going to be part of the newsroom staff and write 
content on par with humans, it’s work must be held equally 
accountable.” 
 
“In at least some 
instances, computers 
are generating works 
traditionally entitled 
to copyright and 
patent protection 
under circumstances 
in which no natural 
person should qualify 




Intelligence, Big Data 
and the Intellectual 
Property: Protecting 
Computer-Generated 
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  9: Intellectual Property 
A fair use defense is a common practice among those in 
media, allowing individuals to reproduce content as long as it 
is in a transformative way. Unfortunately, this is where the law 
cannot help news staff. A fair use defense is often incorrectly 
extended to cover machines, since machines are 
reproducing material gathered from the internet but will do so 
in what is usually a non-expressive way. This clearly poses a 
threat of copyright infringement and an erosion of trust for the 
news agency.  
 
For now, claiming fair use is necessary for bot reporters to 
operate and create their own content. However, this should 
be done fairly and in a way that does not qualify as stealing 
online material. Not only should all credit be given when it is 
necessary, but the newsroom should clearly define that the 
AI writer is creating something entirely original in order for a 
fair use defense to stand. While this has always applied to 
human writers, an AI, in the pursuit of efficiency, may not 
know it needs to put content into its own words. Therefore, 
newsrooms can still claim their bot reporters are operating 
within the confines of fair use so long as there is oversight 
and that content actually furthers knowledge rather than 
simply repeating it. 
“A fair use defense is often incorrectly extended to cover 
machines, since machines are reproducing material 
gathered from the internet but will do so in what is usually 







to these robotic 
readers. The rule is 
surprising. Robotic 
readers get a free 
pass under the 
copyright laws. 
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  10: Libel 
Libelous or defamatory content should be avoided at all 
costs. Lawsuits are not only financially costly but can also do 
irreparable harm to an outlet’s reputation. In the pursuit of 
truth, there should never be an instance where a reporter 
engages in libel, and these standards are well-known. An AI, 
in contrast, just as with bias, may unintentionally craft 
something libelous, and special care should always be taken 
when allowing automated content on human subjects.  
 
Just as data can easily be skewed to create misleading 
analyses, inaccurate information gathered can lead to false 
articles. While newsrooms are fortunate that many libel cases 
are difficult to prove, the staff should not be complacent in 
allowing a bot to operate entirely unsupervised. If an 
automated article is published where an AI learned incorrect 
details about a person from the internet and then reported 
them as fact, respondeat superior will apply and the 
newsroom could face stiff penalties and lasting challenges. 
Until the law changes to hold machines responsible for their 
actions, it will fall to the newsroom to use careful judgment in 
allowing AIs to write about human subjects and should be 
prepared to carefully edit these articles should the staff 
choose to do so with the technology. 
“While newsrooms are fortunate that many libel cases are 
difficult to prove, the staff should not be complacent in 
allowing a bot to operate entirely unsupervised.” 
“Only if courts give 
great deference to 
Congress’ preference 
for the marketplace of 
information rationale 
as to third-party 
content hosted on the 
Internet could such 
an algorithm be 
viewed as a simple 
“tool” used by the 
“information content 
providers,” to allow 
algorithm writers to 




Lin Weeks, “Media 
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  11: The First Amendment 
The journalism industry has enjoyed the protections afforded 
by the First Amendment since the signing of the Constitution 
and must continue to pursue truth while advocating for a free 
and unregulated press. However, as suggested in the above 
section on plagiarism and copyright, machines must follow 
the same rules if they are to be taken seriously and employed 
regularly. First Amendment protections can and should be 
applied to AI-written content with the same responsibilities. 
AI speech, legally and ethically speaking, should be 
regarded as speech, but just like AI, the law is also evolving. 
What is law today may not be law tomorrow. 
 
Newsrooms should be aware that the law is unlikely to 
change soon on this issue. The First Amendment and its 
concurrent regulations make no requirement or qualification 
that the author of published content actually be a human. 
Therefore, newsrooms can allow an AI to freely operate in the 
gathering and reporting of news content as long as it falls 
within all ethical guidelines. As also suggested in this guide, 
the newsroom should still exercise caution with giving an AI 
too much freedom. Should an AI publish a story that violates 
First Amendment protocols, the result could not only be harm 
to the news outlet but also potentially more legislation that 
may restrict AI prevalence and also create a chilling effect, 
setting the industry back. 
“AI speech, legally and ethically speaking, should be 






“It may be surprising, 
in both copyright and 
First Amendment 
law, that authorship 






Authors in Copyright 
and First Amendment 
Law” 
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  12: AI Evolution 
While newsrooms may enjoy a streamlining of the work 
process that an AI can provide, there should be an 
awareness that algorithms are not static. Machines, software 
and technology as a whole are in constant development, and 
changes will come rapidly that could dramatically alter 
journalism. What might be a subtle alteration in AI 
programming could have a cascading effect on how data are 
collected and synthesized. To account for these inevitable 
changes, newsrooms have no choice but to adapt. 
 
AIs are thinking and learning machines. They are meant to 
grow and evolve much in the same way humans have done 
over the centuries, but at an exponentially faster rate. The 
technology will ultimately outpace journalistic practices, and 
newsrooms must be ready and willing to change with it. The 
vast majority of these changes will likely be favorable and 
offer new ways for newsrooms to increase output while 
simultaneously maintaining quality, making reporters’ jobs 
easier. But every evolution of AI should be viewed objectively 
and with caution. Newsrooms should be driving changes in 
the industry instead of algorithms in an increasingly data-
driven world. 
“The technology will ultimately outpace journalistic 
practices and newsrooms must be ready and willing to 
change with it.” 
“The advent of the 
computer in 
newsrooms some 
thirty years ago 
created tension and 
journalists are 
actually the only ones 
who have survived 
the change while 
other non-editorial 
occupations such as 
typesetters, tele- 
phone operators, and 
darkroom assistants 
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  Conclusion 
Technology has long made journalism an exciting industry. 
Computers revolutionized productivity for reporters, the 
internet vastly increased circulation and mobile devices 
provided steady access. AI is another technological tool that 
the news industry has encountered along the way, and 
though there are many cautions to be considered, it should 
not be met with apprehension and distrust. News outlets that 
shun technological developments do not survive, and it is the 
duty of newsrooms to adapt and change to continue to 
report. Without the newsrooms, there is no one left to report 
truth. 
 
At the same time, careful consideration must be taken to 
ensure that the technology is being used responsibly. Much 
like an automobile or firearm, there is a safe and effective 
way to use the tool and a careless way to use it. What sets AI 
apart from prior technological changes is its ability to think on 
its own, and much like a child learning its way in the world for 
the first time, an AI may not learn the rules and expectations 
as quickly as it does numbers and letters. Rather than fear 
for a future devoid of employment, newsroom staff should 
feel more important and relevant than ever, as they are the 
ones at the forefront of a technological revolution and will 
ultimately determine both how thinking machines can be 
utilized but how they can do so while abiding by human 
standards of ethics. 





production, but they 
may also foster shifts 
in storytelling, 
organizational 
structure, and the 
notion of who or what 
is a journalist.” 
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